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Abstract 

Playback Head is an audiovisual journey that considers the transience of time, the bonds 

of family, and the experience of (im)migration. This project is comprised of two separate 

pieces: a multichannel audio/video installation, and a short film. It combines footage 

collected over a period of fifty years, on both analogue and digital media, with a collage 

of evocative soundscapes and experimental music. A synesthetic depiction of past 

events—recollections of childhood, travelling, and different homes—these works 

combined investigate possible relations between sound and image, employing different 

kinds of media technologies, and set in distinct contexts, such as the cinema and the 

gallery space, each one with its own set of possibilities and idiosyncrasies. 

 Keywords:  home movie; audiovisual; installation art; immersive art; cinema; music 
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Defence Statement 

Introduction 

Playing the game of hide-and-seek with memories and hopes, just as one 
did with friends in one’s distant and half-forgotten childhood, seems to be 
the only way to reflect the past without becoming a pillar of salt. (Boym 252) 

In their recording of private lives and private perspectives on the public, 
home movies are invaluable documents of everyday lived experience. 
(Fung 39) 

The practice of amateur filmmaking is diverse, encompassing a wide range of 

interests and sub-genres. As defined by Patricia R. Zimmermann, “the home movie is a 

subset of the amateur film movement located within individual and/or familial practices of 

visual recording of intimate events and rituals and intended for private usage and 

exhibition” (8). Home moviemaking goes beyond the casual documentation of one’s 

private life, preserving not only important family events, but also meaningful socio-

cultural contexts. As a practice not imposed or restrained by commercial concerns, the 

specific circumstances of family footage often “transcends individual memory-making 

and connects personal fragments into wider historical consciousness” (Nicholson 107). 

Recorded memories evoke past events, places, feelings, and experiences, allowing one 

to make sense of one’s own past and cultural upbringing. A personal archive of films and 

videos become “the collective family memory, selectively shaping processes of 

remembering and forgetting” (Nicholson 96). 

Family movies are the starting point of Playback Head, a multimedia work that 

comprises a short film and a multichannel audio/video installation, combining images 

and sounds captured by my father and myself, mostly in Brazil (my home country) and 

Canada (my current home). Although moving pictures make the foundation of this 

project, its focal point resides in the use of music and sound, more specifically, in the 

relationship between sonic and visual elements. Music pieces inspired by this material 

bind these fragments of memories together, through the lens of my own perception and 

personal history. Sounds taken from video footage, family cassette tapes, and audio field 

recordings merge in soundscape compositions reminiscent of those memories. 
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The home movie or private film, not unlike the letter and diary, is 
biographical. It is one of the most adequate means of remembrance. It is a 
meditation on “who am I?”… The meditation inspired by these [home 
movie] screenings is: What has been revealed by making visible that which 
had remained imperceptible before? (Forgács 49) 

The central theme of Playback Head expresses the condition of being an 

immigrant—a fertile ground for feelings of nostalgia. Yet, the more time one spends in a 

new place, the more that new place also becomes home. If nostalgia relates to the idea 

of longing for a lost home, the question becomes: where is home? Being an immigrant is 

an in-between state, a sense of being afloat and not really belonging anywhere. “The 

main feature of exile is a double conscience, a double exposure of different times and 

spaces, a constant bifurcation” (Boym 256). That sense of division is explored in my 

work, in an attempt to understand this reality, and as an act of self-preservation. 

Amateur film 

The term amateur film relates to a wide practice of personal filmmaking that is as 

old as cinema itself, with photographic companies developing “products suitable for the 

home market from the late nineteenth century onwards” (Nicholson 3). Amateur 

filmmaking became a popular practice in the 1920s, with the advent of 16mm film. 8mm 

film, and later Super 8, were launched as cheaper alternatives, becoming the preferred 

formats of amateur filmmakers, until video technology replaced them in the late 60s. 

With the dissemination of amateur filmmaking across the world, specialized magazines 

flourished, and an amateur club scene emerged. The range of interests of amateur 

filmmakers resulted in a large spectrum of sub-genres, and “different discursive 

formations—travel films, missionary works, narratives, amateur ethnography, industrials, 

family films” (Zimmerman, Mining the Home Movie 6). It is in the latter category that the 

material used for Playback Head resides, the sub-genre known as home movie. 

Designed to be created and presented in a private context—usually in family home 

screenings—in my work these home movies are re-contextualized, moving away from 

the private and into the public sphere. This unconventional use of family film traces back 

to the early experimental films of the 1960s:  

With filmmakers such as Stan Brakhage and Jonas Mekas, the American 
avant-garde has appropriated home-movie style as a formal manifestation 
of a spontaneous, untampered form of filmmaking. (Zimmerman, Reel 
Families 146) 
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Contemporary filmmakers such as Richard Fung, Péter Forgács, Charlie 

Egleston, and Sylvia Schedelbauer continue to explore the home movie in the context of 

experimental filmmaking. In their works, personal and archival material is reframed in 

pieces that reflect on memory, intimacy, history and culture. 

Using home movies, and personal audio recordings in my work, one of the main 

concerns in selecting this material was: how to ethically use such personal images 

without overexposing family and friends? Also, how would I differentiate the display of 

these images from a conventional home movie? I opted to select and edit this material in 

a way that portrays particular times and places, without much focus on specific people or 

situations. As an autobiographical piece, a few characters are disclosed, their faces 

showing up in specific moments of the film and the installation, in particular my close 

relatives. But aside from these moments, for the most part I tried to move away from 

faces and specific events, privileging images that reveal the ambience and surroundings 

of different countries, cities, and homes. They form the visual backdrop for pieces that 

suggest the texture and sensuous quality of remembered events, an idea that is further 

expanded by the use of video processes and effects. In Playback Head, sound is 

markedly employed to suggest my personal feelings towards these images, through 

music, field recordings, and abstracted sounds that create an impressionistic rendition of 

personal recollections and past experiences. 

Present past 

The decision to create a multimedia work relates to my practice as a film 

composer and sound designer, as well as my background as videographer and video 

editor. I am particularly interested in audiovisual art that features music and sound in a 

prominent role, affecting its essential aspects. That became the focus of my research, 

discussed in length in the essay Visual Sound: In Search of a Sonic-Centric Audiovisual 

Art (Appendix A). I opted for making two separate pieces, a short film and a multimedia 

installation, as a way of comparing different possible outcomes of blending sound and 

image in these two distinct formats, investigating how sound can add value and 

influence image perception (Chion 5), and vice-versa. 

The project’s main theme of looking into the past also permeates my most recent 

works. An example is the project for the 2017 MFA Spring Show, Folk Samples. The 
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repertoire of the show was inspired by traditional Brazilian folkloric music, specifically 

from archival recordings made in the 1930s, which were sampled and manipulated 

digitally. My aim was to create a bridge between traditional and contemporary music 

practices, considering my own relation to this cultural past. In Playback Head, the 

archival material used is much more personal, consisting of Super 8 film footage and 

VHS video captured by my father, starting in the late 1960s until the early 90s, and 

analogue and digital videos collected by myself from the 90s until present. These images 

are joined with recorded sounds from multiple sources, as well as experimental music 

and soundscape pieces. This autobiographical material relates to events of my personal 

life growing up in Brazil, immigrating to Canada as an adult, and starting a family in a 

foreign place. 

The two audiovisual pieces that compose Playback Head reflect on the idea of 

impermanence, and the changes that accompany one’s life. It draws parallels between 

past and present, by juxtaposing events from different times, looking for threads and 

patterns that connect two different generations. Events from different times and places 

are set side by side, or layered on top of each other, combined in impressionistic 

audiovisual scenes that refer to the multiple associations of memory and its ambiguous 

essence. This idea is put forward by the treatment of the materials used in the work, 

through manipulation and processing of audio and video, blurring the lines between 

sonic and visual elements, and also by exposing the characteristics of the media itself. 

Assembling memories 

Record: from Latin recordari, from re- + cord-, cor heart. 
(Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary) 

To record literally means to go back to the heart. Recording is an act of 

remembering. The camera or the microphone can be used to capture and materialize life 

events, allowing us to revisit them. Recorded images and sounds of past events are 

crystallized versions of specific life moments and situations, often forgotten, often blurred 

by conscience or modified by memory. They are “a concretization of memory into 

artifacts that can be remobilized, decontextualized, and reanimated” (Zimmerman 1). 

Playback Head was originally conceived as a film only—a medium that I am 

familiar with. I later decided to expand the initial proposal and also create an installation 
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piece, as I was interested in the spatial implications of multiscreen video art, as well as 

sound spatialization, employing multiple screens and audio channels to create a truly 

immersive environment. Both the short film and the installation were assembled from the 

same source material. Running at 32 minutes, the film contains less material than the 

installation piece, and it is structured around a specific visual narrative. The installation 

consists of approximately 90 minutes of sound recordings, 45 minutes of music material, 

and 65 minutes of images (twice the amount of visual material used in the film). 

Whereas in the film we have a linear progression of events, in the installation audio and 

video clips play in an aleatory manner, determined by generative computer software, 

combined in numerous different ways. 

Playback Head merges scenes of my childhood and adult life with episodes that 

took place before my birth. The depiction of these events oscillate between moments of 

clarity, portrayed in a realistic manner, and subjective impressions, with heavily 

processed sounds and images, alluding to the fuzzy and vague nature of our memories. 

The connection between consciousness and audiovisual material is an idea expressed 

by experimental filmmaker Jordan Belson, which considers “image-producing equipment 

as extensions of the mind” (qtd. in Youngblood 173). Péter Forgács, a filmmaker that 

primarily works with archival material, also shares a similar viewpoint, stating that “the 

camera is none other than the extension of the perceiving, recording eye” (Forgács 52). 

Some of the films and videos in this project are particularly degraded, in virtue of the 

poor conditions of the media. Some are almost totally gone. Those faded memories hint 

at the disappearance of our own memories. Recorded memories also forget and perish. 
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Playback Head - The Short Film 

 
Figure 1. Still frame from Playback Head. 
Source: by author. 

Alone one night, I ran the film through a Super 8 viewer borrowed from a 
filmmaker friend. The screen was tiny. The images were almost abstract. 
Yet each luminous frame opened a successive drawer in an archive of 
memories. (Fung 29) 

In its conception, the film was inspired by the idea of “synaesthetic cinema” 

proposed by Gene Youngblood, a category of film that attempts to express the 

filmmaker’s own consciousness (Youngblood 76). During the editing process, it became 

progressively structured, with a definite visual narrative. In its final version, it combines 

abstract sequences that allude to the experience of certain events and memories—

carrying symbolic connotations—interspersed with objective depictions that often refer to 

the present moment. Playback Head effectively merges two distinct approaches 

delineated by Youngblood, that of “evocation, the language of synaesthetic cinema, 

primarily poetic in structure and effect, and exposition, the language of narrative cinema, 

which chiefly conforms to traditional, literary narrative modes” (Youngblood 92). There is 

a clear difference in the use of sound in these two particular cases. In the more realistic 

sequences, sound is treated as diegetic material, used to create ambience, denoting a 
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supportive role as in sound design. In contrast, once we’re in the memory sequences, 

music and soundscape deeply affect the emotional tone of the images, and acquire a 

major role. 

The film starts with the image of a Super 8 projector displaying a long panorama 

shot in a pastoral setting, with rivers and trees. As we are drawn into that world, the 

distinct motor sound of the projector slowly transforms into a musical drone. We see a 

woman and a man (my parents) walking on beach rocks, and hear an abstract 

soundscape of ocean waves. The screen splits in two: on one side the previous 

sequence continues; on another we see saturated images of children playing on a 

beach, shot in VHS tape, clearly from another period of time. The first distinct musical 

theme is heard. Skipping to different time periods is a constant device in the film. A 

particular image or sound triggers another memory, constantly travelling back and forth 

in time. In a moment we watch the sun-filled images of a couple travelling in the 

countryside of Brazil. Another split-screen moment shows a snowy winter landscape 

contrasting the green pastures of the previous sequence. A dense natural soundscape 

of insects and animals reveal obscure video images of an old coffee plantation farm, 

which triggers memories of a country house, shot in film, many years earlier. Three 

children run in a circle in the grass, in slow motion. An archetypical image of a happy 

childhood that gets abruptly cut by a shot of an airplane window, interrupting the 

nostalgic dream. 

A particular sequence symbolizes the sentiment of in-betweenness described in 

the introduction of this essay. Two images are juxtaposed: to the left a shot taken from 

the skytrain window in Vancouver, to the right from a taxi window in Sao Paulo. They 

merge in the middle, negotiating the space between these two different worlds, 

accompanied by an abstract soundscape—snippets of diegetic sounds and fragmented 

musical themes that come to the surface only to disappear, never establishing an 

overarching theme. In the only scene with dialogue in the film, my son walks with me in a 

forest and describes what he sees, which coincidentally relates to events recorded by 

my father. Past scenes in Super 8 film are juxtaposed with recent shots in high-definition 

video, blending past and present. A final driving sequence takes us back to my parents’ 

first house, indicating the original home of nostalgia. 
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Some of the most important formal aspects of the film are its unorthodox use of 

surround sound, audio/video processing techniques, the editing, and the use of a split 

screen showing two simultaneous images. 

The sound was mixed in 5.0 surround, with three front channels (left, centre, 

right) and two rear channels (rear left, rear right). Since there is very little dialogue in the 

film, this configuration was mostly treated as quadraphonic (four speakers surrounding 

the audience), with music and sounds moving between the front, back, left and right of 

the theatre. The centre channel was used in a few pivotal moments to highlight specific 

sounds. My main concern when mixing the sound was to create an immersive 

environment. By the specific placement of certain sounds, moving them through different 

speakers, and using audio effects such as reverbs, delays, and others, the spatial 

characteristics of the cinema theatre are employed to evoke different states of 

consciousness, or convey different time periods. This concern with sound spatialization 

is shared by many contemporary music composers. According to Curtis Roads, “spatial 

choreography is intrinsically interesting and meaningful to audiences. Listeners respond 

intuitively to creative spatial choreography, contributing to the meaningfulness of a 

composition” (Roads 240). 

In terms of editing, split screen is used to display two simultaneous images from 

different periods of time, drawing many parallels, and allowing multiple meanings and 

interpretations. At the same time, it provides a rich viewing experience for each 

spectator, as individual ‘editing’ choices affect the reading of the film. Audio and video 

effects also contribute to the experiential character of the film, reflecting different 

impressions and states of consciousness. A particularly affective technique is slowing 

down sound and image, which Hegarty describes as a way to convey “the gravity of the 

subject matter, clearly connoting significance, meaning and profundity” (73). 

Sound film 

The cinema has been the talking film for a long time. But only for a short 
while has it been worthy of the name it was given, a bit hurriedly: sound 
film. (Chion 156) 

My initial references for the film came from artists linked to the art form known as 

visual music, such as Oskar Fischinger, Jordan Belson and Norman McLaren, in whose 
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works sonic and visual elements consist of a unified audiovisual object. Visual music can 

be related to the concept of Gesamtkunstwerk (a total work of art) theorized by 

composer Richard Wagner, which Rogers describes as “a merging of disciplines, a 

search for a unity larger than the sum of its parts” (47). However, it quickly became clear 

to me that such approach would not work with the material I had in my hands. The 

archival films have a narrative force of their own, determining the direction of the editing, 

and the marrying of sound and image. The nature of the film/video material closely 

relates my work to experimental filmmakers that also rely on archival footage. In Sylvia 

Schedelbauer’s Wishing Well (2018), old and new images are juxtaposed by alternating, 

pulsating visuals. Charlie Egleston is another filmmaker that uses home recordings 

extensively in his works, and sound as a fundamental element, as in the film Family 

Portrait #2 (2007). 

One particular aspect of my work is the employment of music pieces. Created 

before any video editing took place—in a conscious effort to prioritize sound over 

image—several improvised music pieces were recorded without any association with the 

film and video material. Reversing the usual order of things, I coupled images with 

certain musical themes, almost as scoring the sound with visuals. As the work 

progressed and sequences were taking a more defined shape, this process changed 

considerably, with sounds also employed to fit a certain mood determined by the image. 

In any case, none of the musical pieces were composed “to” the film, as one would have 

in a traditional movie soundtrack. I found that letting the music guide the film editing in its 

initial stages was very effective, with many happy accidents and interesting points of 

synchronization happening spontaneously, establishing a counterpoint between auditive 

and visual elements. The emphasis on the predominance of sound was also mitigated 

through the process, as I became less interested in the power struggle between audio 

and video, and more interested in the outcomes of their exchange. Writer Holly Rogers 

proposes that a new art form emerges when different artistic media is combined. She 

mentions Nicholas Cook’s hypothesis concerning audiovisual dialogues in film: “for him, 

the crux of the question is not whether or not music and image can say the same thing 

but, rather, what their ‘emergent’ language is when combined. Cook believes that the 

juxtaposition of image and music creates a new form, which demands a new 

interpretation of each” (qtd. in Rogers 62). 
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Playback Head - The Installation 

 
Figure 2. Installation view. 
Source: by author. 

Because a child enters the auditory realm before it develops its visual 
sensors, sound can trigger reminiscence of maternal fusion and “conjur[e] 
forth the lost qualities of aesthetic wholeness” (Flinn) thought forever lost. 
(qtd. in Rogers 154) 

The audiovisual art installation of Playback Head took place in the Djavad 

Mowafaghian World Art Centre at Simon Fraser University. The large exhibition space 

provided enough separation between the sonic and visual elements, and especially in 

terms of sound, moving through the space would considerably change the audience’s 

experience, from a focused listening of a particular sound coming from a close-by 

speaker, to a sense of an overall sound environment, or composition, in the central area 

of the room. The installation consists of two video channels (2 projection screens) and 

eight audio channels (8 speakers), positioned as follows: 

• The two screens are placed at the opposite ends of the room, hanging from 
the ceiling, with enough space to be seen on both sides. This is possible due 
to the screen’s translucent material. The rear-projected images face the centre 
of the room, in its original position. Seen from behind the screen, the image is 
flipped, or mirrored.  
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• The eight speakers are placed in an octophonic configuration, surrounding the 
screens and the audience. 

 
Figure 3. Simple diagram of the installation. 

Screen 1 displays images captured by myself, in analogue and digital video, 

whereas screen 2 displays images taken by my father, in Super 8 film and VHS. The 

physical space separates two different generations, effectively separating time. The 

sounds coming from the far edges of the room consist mostly of field recordings and 

soundscapes, with the speakers (in blue) on the far left relating to screen 1, and the 

stereo pair on the right relating to screen 2. The four speakers in the centre of the room 

function as a bridge between the two screens, playing musical themes and abstract 

pieces, adding a subjective reading and emotional tone to the piece. The role of music, 

in my installation, can be compared to its use by video artist Pippiloti Rist’s works, where 

“relation to sound is crucial, particularly in her sense of the role of music in determining 

moods, messages and ambience of installation space, in ways that recall the multimedia 

environments of the late 1960s” (Hegarty 110). 

The seats (in red) and their placement have two main functions: one is to create 

an environment that invites the audience to stay and spend time experiencing the 

installation; another is to suggest optimal points of viewing the screens. The two seats in 

the centre suggests choosing one screen to look at a time, whereas the seats by the 
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edges allow the audience to visualize both screens at the same time, in a similar manner 

as the split-screen technique used in the film. 

At the entrance of the exhibition space, the program notes state: 

The images and sounds in this installation are playing in an aleatory 
fashion, determined by a custom-made program. They are not playing in a 
loop, and can be combined in millions of different ways, offering a unique 
experience to anyone who enters the space at any given moment. Feel free 
to stay as long as you want.  

The aleatory characteristic of the installation was determined by a patch created 

in the visual programming environment Max/MSP. The program is essentially a 

sophisticated media player, with two video and four audio players that choose the audio 

and video clips through constrained random processes. Each player’s content is based 

on a specific folder, organized by themes. 

The generative nature of the show is a formal decision that reflects a personal 

concern with the domain of video art. Playing something on a loop creates a practical 

problem for the audience, as when one enters the space it is hard to say how far long in 

the sequence one is. There is a feeling of anxiety associated with this particular format, 

in my opinion, as it is difficult for viewers to situate themselves, or simply experience the 

artwork. The only way to circumvent this problem is by having a schedule with fixed 

times, but I find that approach very unappealing, as I believe that the presentation of 

installation art should be considerably different than that of a film screening. Based on 

generative material, and through the placement of audiovisual elements in the space, 

the installation of Playback Head avoids the type of display commonly adopted in single-

channel video art works, the “more cinema-like display of contemporary art, where start 

times and duration are posted outside the installation space, attempt[ing] not only to fix 

the spectator temporally but define their spatial attitude towards the work” (Hegarty 109). 

Furthermore, by presenting the material in an aleatory fashion, the amount of 

possible combinations between all the elements is vast, virtually offering a singular 

experience to the audience at any given time. The overall audio-visual composition is 

always undetermined, establishing numerous sets of possible interpretations and 

meanings through the ever-changing interaction of these objects. The balance of 

dissimilar and matching components reveal an internal logic—mostly determined by the 
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previous organization and composition of the material—that was appealing to the 

audience, as reflected on feedback received during the exhibition. As each audio and 

video clip was based on specific lengths, with a duration of either 30 seconds, 1 minute, 

or 2 minutes, throughout the exhibition there are several moments of audio and video 

synchronization, which gives the illusion of an overarching composition, breaking away 

with the more spontaneous associations. 

As opposed to the film, in the installation there isn’t a linear structure to be 

followed. The themes from my father’s archive relate to the typical family film: children 

playing, birthday parties, travelling and leisure activities that pertain to my parent’s 

generation. My footage merges sequences of my old life in Brazil contrasting with 

scenes of my current life in Vancouver, as well as material captured in recent trips to 

Brazil, revisiting places of the past. A considerable portion of these clips also features 

my son in different developmental stages, the scenes of his childhood corresponding to 

scenes of my own childhood at the other side of the room. There is a clear difference in 

the aesthetic treatment of this material, with my father’s footage for the most part treated 

objectively, and my footage including more abstract and contemplative shots. The 

sounds accompanying those images are varied, often contextualizing their geographical 

and/or cultural backdrops. Sounds linked to my videos consist of field recordings 

featuring birdsong, street noises, people chatting, natural sounds and specific 

soundmarks of Vancouver, mixed with similar themed sounds recorded in Brazil, 

revealing specific soundscapes of that country. For my father’s footage, besides the use 

of field recordings, I’ve also included sounds taken from the videos themselves (non-

synchronized to the picture), and audio recordings that he made in cassette tape, 

consisting mainly of family gatherings, and children speaking and singing.  

Many parallels can be drawn between these two distinct eras, with a few 

common themes exposed in each screen: children in a swimming pool, scenes at the 

beach, the countryside, road scenes. If one is positioned at the centre looking at a 

particular screen, these parallels are lost, but the sounds coming from behind (from 

another era) still affect the images observed. One can still turn around and look at the 

other screen, effectively acting as an editor. In this case the viewers “have to choose 

what side to look at and what side to miss, they are forced to make a decision” (Terra 

16). The choice of using two screens was determined by the various dualities that 

characterize this work: father/son, past/present, analog/digital, Brazil/Canada. Their 
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placement in opposite sides of the exhibition space was inspired by Shirin Neshat's 

video piece Turbulent. In her piece this separation is used to expose a socio-political 

context, particularly the division between the male and female spheres in Islamic society. 

In my work, this separation relates to the gap between generations, but mostly to the 

idea of immigration, literally placing the audience in-between two places/eras. This is 

further complicated by the fact that the images in Playback Head can also be seen from 

behind the screen, allowing the simultaneous viewing of a close screen (flipped) with 

another screen in the far back. The images and sounds are juxtaposed by chance, 

creating an immersive audiovisual tapestry that carries multiple connotations, suggesting 

the associative nature of memory. 

Audiovisual art 

Video’s ability to resculpt the gallery space in real time links it to the spatial 
expansions of both music and art and the multimedia spaces of expanded 
cinema… video art-music represents the culmination of both intermediate 
and spatial experimentation. (Rogers 117) 

The installation Playback Head stands in the intersection of video art and sound 

art. The prominent use of sound in video art is a characteristic present since its initial 

stages, in fact being the art form responsible for bringing the sonic into the gallery space: 

The more video art spreads through galleries…, the more it is as much 
about hearing as it is seeing and the more we do not hear this, at some 
deeper level. Video installation has made listening in galleries normal. 
(Hegarty 2) 

With video art “the gallery environment was no longer a place merely for visual 

contemplation, but was, rather, one for audiovisual immersion” (Rogers 151). Holly 

Rogers refers to video art as “‘video art-music’, a term that better acknowledges the 

audiovisuality of the medium and the double capabilities of many of its practitioners” (2). 

In the installation of Playback Head, the prominent use of sound and its immersive 

characteristics, as well as its spatial concerns, also puts the work in close relation to the 

aims of sound art, or sonic art. Minevich indicates a crucial distinction between music 

and sound art (attributed to John Cage) where music “has a fixed narrative quality—in 

other words, a beginning, a middle, and an end—whereas sound art has no fixed 

duration, without a beginning or an end” (8). Similarly, I believe most video art works are 
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presented as music, with definite time constraints, as opposed to the flexible sense of 

time commonly found in sound art.   

For the conceptualization of Playback Head, I used references from both fields. 

The simple and elegant design of the projection screens, as well as the seat placement, 

was inspired by the works of Fiona Tan, whose designs create spaces of meditation and 

contemplation of the video content. The generative aspect of the work can be related to 

Brian Eno’s installation 77 Million Paintings, featuring asynchronous sounds and pictures 

rotating in an aleatory manner. As mentioned above, the immersive quality of the sounds 

is inspired by the works of Pippiloti Rist, by utilizing music to create “a utopian space, 

one that encourages a durational viewing through its very accessibility” (Hegarty 115). 

Finally, sound spatialization techniques devised by composer Barry Truax were also 

adopted, which I became familiar with while attending the course Soundscape 

Composition at SFU on Spring 2019. 

Sound as a physical, acoustic phenomenon always affects the entire body, 
not just the auditory apparatus… This might account for the sense of 
complete immersion that audiences seem to feel with multi-channel 
soundscape compositions. (Truax et al. 7) 
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Media as memory 

 
Figure 4. Still frame from Playback Head 
Source: by author 

In the digital age, the cracked emulsion and spots of pure color, blurry and 
vibrant all at once, point not only to something that is physically old, but 
also to an outmoded technology. (Fung 35) 

Playback Head—the film and the installation—aims to create immersive 

audiovisual pieces that suggest personal recollections of particular places and different 

periods of time, filtered through my own perception, with all its biases, emotions and 

distortions. These sounds and images, degraded by the course of time, modified by 

perception and consciousness, are treated from a multisensory perspective, and 

employed to convey a total experience. 

I think of all the senses as being unified. I do not consider sound as 
separate from image. We usually think of the camera as an “eye” and the 
microphone as an “ear”, but all the senses exist simultaneously in our 
bodies, interwoven into one system that includes sensory data, neural 
processing, memory, imagination, and all the mental events of the moment. 
(Viola 151) 
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Both works expose the material aspects of the media itself, exploring their 

affective characteristics. Especially in the case of decaying analog media—warped, 

degraded and noisy—their materiality can be utilized to allude to imprecise, faded 

memories. “This decay should not simply be understood in terms of subtraction… 

Rather, it can be thought of, perhaps more neutrally, in terms of modification—the 

gradual morphing and mutating of matter over time” (Thompson 64). These formal and 

aesthetic concerns that permeate my work are discussed in more detail in the essay 

Visual Sound (Appendix I). The film, video and audio material featured in Playback Head 

blend personal memories with events that to me constitute the ‘mythical’ story of my 

family. Such events—stories often narrated in multiple versions by my parents or other 

family members—become tangible in the recorded material. In a sense they demystify 

these stories by making them concrete; in another, they give them a fixed form, 

aesthetically determined by the quality of the media, the spontaneity of the action 

captured on camera, and the sensibility of the camera/recorder operator. In the case of 

silent super 8 film—in which most of my father’s images were captured—the absence of 

sound gives these memories a mysterious aura. As opposed to an attempt at re-creating 

their original settings, or realistically reconstruct these events, this work is a personal 

reflection on my family’s history. Immersion, in this work, not only means an audiovisual 

environment that surrounds the audience in a sensorial world of memories, but also 

reveals “another sense of immersion: that of being plunged into the interior world of the 

artist” (Minevich 6). 
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Appendix A.  
 
Visual Sound: 
In Search of a Sonic-Centric Audiovisual Art 

Introduction 

Through my practice as a film composer and sound designer, I’ve experienced 

the predominance of the visual aspect in the language of narrative cinema and 

television, where in most cases sound has a supporting role. This is not an unimportant 

role, since the affective potential of music and sound is normally employed to shape the 

emotional reaction of the audience, forge meaning and create a sense of space—an 

acoustic environment. Still, in the process of making a film, sound is often only 

considered in the last stages of production, and usually in relation to the needs of the 

story, to serve the image. As a sound artist, I am interested in reversing the usual role of 

the soundtrack commonly adopted in cinema and television, creating musical 

compositions that include visual elements as accompaniment, employing video as a way 

to shape the sonic experience. In order to elaborate a framework that can serve as a 

model for audiovisual compositions that privilege sound, this essay investigates different 

types of media where sound is emancipated from its usual supporting role, such as 

experimental cinema, visual music, sound art, video art, and music video. It considers 

common strategies employed by audiovisual artists that use music and sound as primary 

elements in their work. Treated with the same emphasis in the creative process, sounds 

and images are considered from a multisensory approach, equally contributing to shape 

the audience’s perception. According to Casey O’Callaghan, “perceptual awareness 

involves more than just co-consciously seeing, hearing, feeling, tasting, and smelling at 

the same time. We extend our perceptual capacities through the coordinated use of 

multiple senses… In this respect, the character of perception is constitutively 

multisensory” (O’Callaghan 187). 

In relation to my practice, my most recent works explore the relationship between 

sonic and visual elements in different art forms such as cinema and video/sound art 

installations, in pieces that emphasize the sensorial characteristics of audiovisual art, 

through the use of multiple projectors and speakers. These pieces are based on themes 
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of nostalgia and memory, and relate to my personal history as an immigrant, having 

moved from Brazil to Canada in 2008. Through this work I aim to portray the ambiguous 

and nebulous essence of our memories. Archival footage and sound recordings are 

blended with original new material; analog formats such as cassette tape and super 8 

film are mixed with new digital formats. I am interested in experimenting with the lo-fi 

quality and unique noise characteristics of each format from an affective standpoint, 

considering that “noise is as communicative as signal” (Krukowski 55), and examining 

the aesthetic implications of different types of media in regards to the theme of nostalgia. 

Sound Film 

Cinema was born without a synchronized soundtrack, and during its existence as 

a “silent” format (from around 1891 to 1927), it depended on intertitles to convey 

character dialogue and narration. Music was often played in the movie theatres with live 

performers, and employed as a mere background, without specifically mirroring the 

emotional aspects of the narrative. Since the first feature-length talkie was produced 

(The Jazz Singer, 1927), the formal characteristics of cinema were drastically changed, 

and filmmakers became increasingly concerned with the notion of a “pure cinema”, 

without sounds. The Statement on Sound written by Soviet directors Eisenstein, 

Pudovkin, and Alexandrov in 1928 expresses their concerns about the perils of this new 

technology, which could be responsible for “reducing cinema to little more than canned 

theater, and derailing the inroads made in montage” (Licht 36). As stated by Alan Licht, 

the Soviets advocated asynchronous sound, maintaining the independence between 

sound and image, while other directors such as Dziga Vertov were “overjoyed at the 

prospect of sound in cinema, claiming that both synchronous and asynchronous sound 

were valid in the new cinema” (36). As Eisenstein predicted, in its first stages sound film 

relied heavily on speech (hence the name talkie) and incidental music, but slowly 

became increasingly complex with the addition of sound effects, noises and ambient 

sounds, which became integral components of narrative cinema. 

The role of sound in the medium of cinema is conceptually defined by Michel 

Chion as added value: “the expressive and informative value with which a sound 

enriches a given image so as to create the definite impression, in the immediate or 

remembered experience one has of it” (5). In the book Audio-Vision, the various aspects 

of what he calls the audiovisual contract are described in detail, through different 
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examples of how sound alters the perception of movement, speed, and time in the 

image, as well as charging it with emotional depth. He also explains the outcomes of 

sound editing, especially through the notion of synchresis, a term that combines 

synchronism and synthesis: “the spontaneous and irresistible weld produced between a 

particular auditory phenomenon and visual phenomenon when they occur at the same 

time” (Chion 63). An important aspect of the marriage of sound and film is that sound 

made cinema an art of time. In silent cinema shots had no absolute fixed duration, which 

would fluctuate according to the discretion of the exhibitors, who had more freedom to 

manipulate the projection speed. With sound, a fixed projection speed was made 

necessary, and with it, the idea that sounds temporalize the image: “the sound cinema 

can therefore be called “chronographic”: written in time as well as in movement” (Chion 

17). This aspect illustrates an important effect of sound over the visual, and brings to 

light the idea that in sound film the image is not as predominant as one might assume. 

Visual Music 

As artists became increasingly interested in experimenting with the visualization 

of sound—an idea that was already adopted by abstract painters and visual artists since 

the nineteenth century— early experimental filmmakers such as Walter Ruttman, Oskar 

Fischinger, and the brothers James and John Whitney were the first artists that made a 

serious attempt at creating film animations where music and film would be completely 

harmonized. In Fischinger’s animated works, “we could readily believe that the image 

and sound arise from the same cause, evoking a common energetic and expressive 

profile to both sonic and visual perception” (Battey and Fischman 65). As opposed to 

what happens in most narrative films, in the case of visual music sound is the 

predominant element, determining not only duration but the visual content as well. The 

Whitney brothers were concerned with a scientific approach in merging sound and 

image, adopting ideas from the physics of sound and mathematics. In Five Film 

Exercises (1941-1944), they combine visual optical effects with an abstract synthetic 

soundtrack. Declaring his interests in expanding the possibilities of this language, John 

Whitney stated that “in a technological aural/visual universe, music must become 

bisensory” (qtd. in Russet and Starr 95). The concept of synchresis of sonic and visual 

elements proposed by Chion is particularly important in visual music, but also the 

emotional aspect of the soundtrack, which determines the flow of the visual. In 
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describing Fischinger’s Studie Nr. 7 (1930-1931), Battey and Fischman affirm that “the 

experiential flow of the music is the focus for crafting the visual relationship, receiving 

higher priority than simple note-to-visual-object linkages” (64). Simply illustrating auditory 

events by direct correspondence can be redundant and uninteresting, therefore “synergy 

may be more successfully established by placing greater emphasis on the emergent 

affective properties of both media” (73). This synergy can be illustrated through the 

works of Norman McLaren, whose abstract animations lean heavily on the association of 

music and movement, and alternate sections of inventive synchronous events with 

asynchronous moving textures. In Begone, Dull Care (1949), an animation co-directed 

by Evelyn Lambart featuring the music of the Oscar Peterson Trio, McLaren drawings 

were made directly on film, using a number of different techniques, using the movement 

and speed of the film medium itself to convey a sense of motion, resulting in “a strong 

structural, energetic, and gestural matching of music and image” (Battey and Fischman 

66). 

The amalgamation of image and sound in visual music can be related to theories 

of perception that consider our sensory experience from a multisensory standpoint—

which in turn relate to John Whitney’s idea of a bisensory audiovisual art. Casey 

O’Callaghan investigates the characteristics of perception beyond the dominant models 

that privilege vision, and focuses on understanding how we process sound information. 

His approach is opposed to the reductionist views of perception based on the traditional 

concept that describes each sense modality as a distinct channel that is processed 

individually. Instead, he proposes that “using multiple senses in coordination makes 

novel features, not revealed through any sense working on its own” (173). In explaining 

the phenomenon of crossmodal perceptual illusions, O’Callaghan states that objects and 

events are accessible through multiple perceptual modalities simultaneously, so each 

sense modality affects and is affected by all other modalities: “the senses do not act as 

isolated systems that deliver only neat, modality-specific experiences from which we 

somehow learn to infer the presence of objects and events” (73). Providing examples of 

crossmodal illusions, O’Callaghan shows how visual stimuli can modify our sonic 

perception (the ventriloquist effect is one example) or how audition affects vision with the 

example of the flash illusion, where a single flash accompanied by multiple beeps is 

perceived as multiple flashes (65). The fact that vision and audition share similar 
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perceptual processes is worthy of note, and understanding how they alter each other’s 

experiences is an important notion to be explored in my work. 

Video Art 

The concept that media is an extension of our senses was first proposed by 

Marshall McLuhan (Understanding Media, 1964), and further investigated by Gene 

Youngblood in his seminal book Expanded Cinema (1970). According to Johnathan 

Weinel, “Youngblood saw television and video as extensions of the nervous system, and 

expanded cinema as a means to usher in a new form of synaesthetic global 

consciousness” (107). His ideas of intermediality were particularly influential for the 

development of experimental cinema in the 1960s, and subsequently to the beginning of 

video art. Paul Hegarty highlights the importance attributed to sound during this period. 

Drawing examples from works of artists such as Andy Warhol, Chris Marker and Michael 

Snow, he shows “how centralizing the role of sound diverts these films away from 

cinema and into being more than precursors of video art, and instead demand we see 

and hear them as early versions of what the medium of video art would do” (21). As 

opposed to the beginnings of cinema, in video art sound was present since its 

conception. Emerging from the avant-garde scene of the 1960s, it drew influence from 

other visual arts, experimental music and conceptual art, thus becoming an art form 

where sound enjoys more freedom and occupies a prominent role. Hegarty classifies 

video art both as an intermedia art and as a sound art, and suggests that it is not linked 

to a specific medium, allowing the use of mixed materials, from analog to digital formats 

(14-15). Its inherent intermediality makes it a privileged place for the experimentation of 

sound, to the point where the line between video art and sound art is blurred. 

An example is the work of Chris Marclay, a video artist that comes from a 

musical background. In his video Guitar Drag (2000) we see a guitar tied by a rope to a 

moving pickup truck. The guitar is plugged to an amp in the back of the truck, and while 

it is being pulled we hear the roaring, throbbing and thumping of the instrument. The 

work is charged with political meaning, referencing the murder of James Byrd Jr. in 

1998, by a group of white supremacists. The guitar sounds, anthropomorphized, might 

be interpreted as agonizing screams (acting as sound effects), but could also be taken 

as a musical performance, as an improvisational elegiac piece. The nature of the 

performance suggests that “we need to rethink relationships of control in music or sound 
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making, such that we need to emphasize the machine as something that is made of 

relations between different elements, of which videomaker, truck, amplifier, guitar, driver 

and ground, all interact” (Hegarty 99). It is precisely this interaction of disparate 

intermedial objects that define the piece, which stands in between the visual and the 

auditive and resists classification. 

Another interdisciplinary artist whose works feature sound in a predominant role 

is Ryoki Ikeda. Working primarily with raw electronic-generated sounds such as sine 

waves and white noise, and inspired by the representation of pure data in sonic and 

visual forms, he presents his pieces in immersive audiovisual installations, as well as in 

music records that isolate the sonic aspect of his creations. In his work, streams of data 

become materialized in seemingly random sonic pulses and noises, or organized in 

intricate rhythmic patterns. The visuals are mostly synchronized to the sounds, and 

mirror their rhythmic and textural traits with coordinate charts, numerical values, source 

code, and barcode-like black and white patterns that represent the 0s and 1s of digital 

data information. The effects of unifying sound and image in his works are impressive. In 

his installations “the sound and light elements not only reinforce each other, they are 

dual expressions of the same material … the bifurcation of data into visual and aural 

form creates the properly intermedial nature of data within a fully intermedial installation, 

where sound draws attention to effects of the visual, and vice-versa” (Hegarty 152). The 

audience is immersed in sensory environments that challenge their perception of digital 

data, usually hidden from our sight behind practical devices and computer applications; 

they become aware of the sheer amount of information produced, abstracted in 

audiovisual renditions that cannot be entirely grasped, where viewers become part of the 

data stream. 

Music Video 

As a medium conceived by the music industry as a promotional vehicle, the 

music video has often been analyzed from the standpoint of sociology as a postmodern 

phenomenon of mass culture, whereas little attention has been given to its formal 

characteristics and historical evolution in terms of techniques and aesthetics. During its 

initial phase, the music video basically consisted of a visual background for music, with 

multiple disjunct scenes often unrelated to the content of the song, heavily edited and 

processed with video effects. As the medium evolved, many ideas from film, visual 
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music, and video art were adopted by directors who started making videos with the 

complexity and originality that matched those other art forms. By the turn of the twentieth 

century, directors such as Chris Cunningham and Michel Gondry—both artists with a 

background in film, music, and installation art—were creating music videos that 

expanded the possibilities of this format. Their work demonstrates a deep understanding 

of rhythmic structures and sonic textures, and how they can be expressed in visual 

terms. 

Cunningham’s famous video Come to Daddy (1997), with music by Aphex Twin, 

mixes nonlinear narrative elements with abstract fragmented imagery—blown-out film 

flashes, industrial machinery, fluorescent light flickering, video noise—that are 

synchronized to the beats and electronic timbres of the music. Some of the narrative 

elements also mirror the musical events, and the uniform quality and precision of the 

audio/video assemblage gives it a “kind of ‘musicality’—in the sense of an innate visual 

responsiveness to sound and music” (Leggott 258). A similar effect is achieved by 

Michel Gondry in the video for The Chemical Brothers’ song Star Guitar (2001). The 

video is a continuous shot filmed from inside a moving train, and as the music 

progresses, the computer-modified landscape reacts to it: kick drums, snares, synth 

pads and bass lines are represented with railway signals, water tanks, fence posts, 

trains, people. “Gondry highlights the musicality of visual cues and alters our listening 

experience. Instead of listening to the song as a complete, intact soundscape, the 

patterns, structures, and even interactions of different instruments can be discovered” 

(Filimon 25). Matching the visual cues with the progression of musical elements in such 

a way, the visual landscape becomes an equivalent of a digital audio workstation 

(D.A.W.), and the objects represented can be seen as corresponding to audio regions or 

clips. But as in the case of visual music, the images do not simply illustrate the auditory 

events by direct correspondence, and also follow the energy and emotional content of 

the music piece. 

Intersection 

My current practice stands in the intersection of visual music, video art, music 

video, and sound art—which is particularly concerned with the spatial characteristics of 

sound. In my work the role of music is emphasized, whereas visuals are treated as 

textural elements that complement the sonic content, and reinforce the affective 
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attributes of sound. Displaying different video material from multiple projectors allows 

considerable freedom to compose images without following a linear narrative, opening 

up a myriad of possible combinations between visual and sound objects. Multiple 

channels of audio and video can also give the audience a richness of experience, 

granting “the ability to edit and show different parts, perspectives, angles and elements 

of different stories combined in a multiscreen environment, (thereby allowing the 

spectator all possible relations and modes of interpretation)” (Terra 25). In terms of 

sound, multiple speakers can be used to shape the acoustic environment, manipulate 

the direction, position and movement of sound elements. According to Curtis Roads, “to 

project in space is to choreograph sound: directing sources and animating movement… 

Listeners respond intuitively to creative spatial choreography, contributing to the 

meaningfulness of a composition. As a result, spatialization in the 21st century has 

assumed a newfound significance” (Roads 240). 

Starting audiovisual compositions with music and sound inevitably affects the 

choice of images used in an audiovisual piece, which is the opposite of what happens in 

narrative cinema, where sound is usually considered in the very last phases of the 

creative process. In Audio-Vision, Chion proposes an exercise called forced marriage, 

where he takes a film sequence and uses a selection of diverse kinds of music as 

accompaniment, observing interesting points of synchronization and juxtapositions (188-

189). Reversing this proposition, one of the methods I utilize is to employ different visual 

material as accompaniment to existing music pieces, so the effects of image on sound 

can be studied in a pragmatic manner. 

Nostalgia and the Affect of Noise 

My current work is permeated with the theme of nostalgia and memory (as 

recollection), an expression of my condition as an immigrant. A sense of displacement 

and foreignness accompanies me and my artistic practice, in particular my music works 

that are directly related to the traditions of my home country—through lyrics, language, 

choice of instruments and musical forms. I consider that attempting to describe 

sentiments of estrangement and longing through works of art is a reflection of the vague, 

ambiguous essence of my memories, and the impossibility of reconciling with an 

idealized past. Svetlana Boym points to a tradition of critical reflection on the modern 

condition that incorporates nostalgia—what she calls off-modern—which offers a critique 
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of both the modern fascination with newness and the modern reinvention of tradition. 

She writes that “for some twentieth-century off-modernists who came from eccentric 

traditions (i.e., those often considered marginal or provincial with respect to the cultural 

mainstream, from Eastern Europe to Latin America) as well as for many displaced 

people from all over the world, creative rethinking of nostalgia was not merely an artistic 

device but a strategy of survival, a way of making sense of the impossibility of 

homecoming” (Boym xvi-xvii). For Boym, the spread of nostalgia has to do not only with 

the dislocation in space, but with the changing conception of time, which acquired a 

sense of urgency as ideas of “progress through revolution or industrial development 

became central to the nineteenth-century culture … Thus nostalgia, as a historical 

emotion, is a longing for that shrinking ‘space of experience’ that no longer fits the new 

horizon of expectations” (7-10). 

Relying on both archival footage and recent video material, and sounds from 

many different sources—traditional acoustic instruments, field recordings, electronic-

generated sounds—I explore the thread that connects past and present, as well as its 

rupture. The depiction of memories through an audiovisual art form relates to the 

concept of art as proposed by Deleuze and Guattari as “a bloc of sensations, that is to 

say, a compound of percepts and affects” (164). According to this conception, musical 

attributes such as harmony, dynamics, rhythm and timbre are affects that can produce 

certain sensations and emotional responses on the listener. But it is worth noting that for 

Deleuze and Guattari, the work of art has affective potentials that extrapolate the 

percepts and affects of its creator: “The work of art is a being of sensation and nothing 

else: it exists in itself…  The artist creates blocs of percepts and affects, but the only law 

of creation is that the compound must stand up on its own” (164). In audiovisual media, 

affect comes from the interaction of image and sound. These elements can be 

harmonized to reinforce a particular intended effect, or be completely independent or 

opposed, but they can also be juxtaposed in ambiguous ways. In my work I seek to 

portray the confusing, fuzzy nature of memory: the inaccuracy of remembered events; 

blurred and distorted mental pictures; vague recollections of musical fragments, 

soundscapes, voices. These ideas relate to a way of thinking about sound and music “as 

offering ways of manifesting affect… as facilitating acoustic entry into affective fields, as 

offering a way to both abstract and particularize affective states” Thompson and Biddle 

16). 
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The material quality of the medium itself can also have affective connotations. 

The graininess and ‘imperfections’ of old technologies are often associated with certain 

periods of time, and the degradation of analog media can also be used to represent the 

frailty of our own memory and perception. Using different sound recording equipment—

cassette, reel-to-reel tape, digital—the timbral characteristics of each format can be 

exposed to render the sense of different times; the same can be applied to the visual 

content, by utilizing archival material in different formats such as Super 8 film and VHS. 

Examining the affective characteristics of noise, Marie Thompson understands it as a 

foundational agent: “Noise is the ‘excluded middle’ that must be included. It is not 

secondary and contingent but necessary and unavoidable… Noise is constituted by its 

affectivity rather than its negativity” (78). Thompson exemplifies the noisy affectivity of 

the recording medium with the example of cassette tape, where “the recorded sound-

signal modifies the medium, inscribing its surface with a particular order of magnetic 

fluxes, while the medium also modifies the signal, so that there is a difference between 

what is recorded and what is played back. The medium transforms and is transformed—

affects and is affected by the signal” (63). In representing memories through audiovisual 

media, a parallel can be drawn between what is recorded as that which is perceived, and 

what is played back as that which is retained. The hiss, crackles and distortion of each 

particular medium—its textural attributes—despite reducing intelligibility, reveal 

important characteristics about the medium itself, and can be looked from a perspective 

of how memories can be represented. In combining archival sonic and visual events 

produced in various formats, a wide range of ‘colorations’ can be effective in portraying 

different times and places.  

Audiovisual Synthesis 

In the introduction of the book Rumour and Radiation – Sound in Video Art, Paul 

Hegarty describes a curious case where he clearly remembered the powerful soundtrack 

of the video Deadpan (1997), directed by Steve McQueen, “the remake of a Buster 

Keaton short where a wooden house falls down around the protagonist” (1). Years later 

after seeing it, in a reencounter with the same work in a gallery, he realized that the film 

actually had no sound. According to Hegarty, this mistaken perception of the piece “does 

signal something about video art, and that is that we take its sound as a given, just as 

we do in cinema” (2). The assumption that image and sound constitute an indivisible 
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unity in certain kinds of audiovisual media is described by Michel Chion as the 

audiovisual illusion (5). Chion reiterates the idea that the marriage of sound and video in 

cinema is a construct, even in cases where direct sound is used to convey realism, since 

“sounds are also eliminated during the very shooting process by virtue of placement and 

directionality of microphones, soundproofing, and so on” (96). Sound and music have a 

strong affective capacity that can alter one’s experience of the visual. In cinema, 

television, video art and other audiovisual art forms, it is commonly utilized to convey a 

particular feeling, accentuate certain elements of the image, and manipulate the 

audience’s emotional response. When the separation between audio and video is 

exposed, one becomes aware of the illusion of unity in the audiovisual piece. By 

breaking away from the traditional role that sound has in most audiovisual media—as a 

supportive element that complements or illustrates the image—a myriad of possibilities 

arise. Considering audiovisual pieces that feature sound prominently, a few strategies 

can be observed, providing a framework for the creation of audiovisual artworks that 

privilege sound: 

• Avoidance of visual narrative, or storytelling, and focus on abstract image 
content that mirrors, complements or responds to the flow of the sonic 
environment. 

• Creation of visuals to accompany pre-existing musical pieces or soundscapes. 

• Emphasis on the multisensory characteristics of perception, through the 
intermediality of audiovisual media. 

• Alternation between synchronism—where sound temporalizes the image—and 
asynchronism— where audio and video are independent of each other. 

• Gestural matching, where visual elements correspond to the movement, 
behaviour, and textures of sound. 

• Dissonance, counterpoint, silence, and other musical terms employed in the 
context of image and sound (Chion 35-65). 

• Focus on rhythmic patterns, musical phrases, pulses, cadences and accents. 

• Audio spatialization that reinforces the immersive characteristics of sound. 

• Reversed forced marriage (Chion 188-189). 

• Experiments with synesthesia or crossmodal illusions (O’Callaghan) 
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This list is a summary of common strategies employed by audiovisual artists that 

utilize sound as a fundamental aspect in their work. Far from being a comprehensive list 

that exhausts the numerous possibilities of blending sound and vision in the arts, it 

provides a starting point for the creation of sonic-centric audiovisual pieces. The 

affective characteristics of such an interdisciplinary art form cannot be explained in a 

way that encompasses all different interpretations and emotional responses one might 

have encountering a particular piece. Rather than proposing a model that suggests how 

to manipulate the audience’s responses, I’m mostly interested in presenting sound as a 

powerful meaning-making and affective event, and affirming its importance in the domain 

of audiovisual arts. In my work sounds are essential elements that can be employed to 

represent subjective impressions and memories, supported by evocative images that 

complement the sonic space, and by the noisy attributes of analog recording media that 

convey the vagueness of our perceptual experience. 
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Appendix B.  
 
Video Documentation 

Creator/Director: Alexandre Klinke 

 

Description: 

Excerpt from the short film Playback Head. 

 

File Name: 

playbackhead01.mp4 
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Appendix C.  
 
Video Documentation 

Creator/Director: Alexandre Klinke 

 

Description: 

Video documentation of the multimedia installation Playback Head. 

 

File Name: 

playbackhead02.mp4 


